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Look closely at the image above.  If you look at the Crumb Cake poppy at the top left corner, 
you see there is ink splatter behind the stamped poppy image.  The "masking" technique gives the 
illusion that the splatter is behind the poppy.   You can use this technique with almost any stamped 
image or sentiment.

I first stamped my poppies on my card layer.•
Then I stamped the same image on a sticky note as close to the edge that is "sticky" on the 
back. 

•

I carefully fussy cut the image.•
Take a look at the photo below.  You can see how I fussy cut the poppy.  This is to cover the 
poppy I want to stamp over (to mask).

•
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Look at the photo below. You can see I covered the top left poppy so I could stamp the ink 
splatter image over it.

•

The ink splatter will appear to be behind the poppy.•

In the photo below, you see I stamped the ink splatter over the top left poppy.•

Here's a masking tip for you:

Don't throw away the image you fussy cut.  I keep mine in my stamp case with the stamp.  If I want 
to "mask" the image again, it's right there.

Hope you enjoyed this tutorial.  
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Painted Poppies Cling Stamp Set - 151599

Price: $23.00

Art Gallery Photopolymer Stamp Set - 154421

Price: $22.00

Basic White 8-1/2" X 11" Thick Cardstock - 159229

Price: $8.25

Misty Moonlight Stampin' Blends Combo Pack - 153108

Price: $9.00

Crumb Cake Stampin' Blends Markers Combo Pack - 144601

Price: $9.00

Merry Merlot Classic Stampin' Pad - 147112

Price: $7.50

Add All to Cart
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